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A B S T R A C T

The electrical resistivities of α phase titanium and two Ti-Al alloys have been measured as functions of tem-
perature, T, between 4 and 700 K and, in the range 175–700 K, as a function of pressure up to 1.2 GPa. All
materials showed resistivity saturation effects at the highest temperatures. A “parallel resistivity” saturation
model could be fitted to all data with excellent results if Mott-Fermi smearing, expected for a transition metal,
was included by adding a term in T3 to the phonon-induced resistivity. However, in the standard saturation
model the fitted resistivity parameters were not always realistic. A modified saturation model which partially
retained Matthiessen's rule could be fitted equally well and gave numerically acceptable results for both residual,
electron-phonon and saturation resistivities. This new model also fitted the T dependence of the pressure
coefficients with a single set of coefficients, each valid for all three materials. Although simple free-electron and
Debye models could apparently explain the observed pressure dependence of the impurity and electron-phonon
resistivities, a model taking band structure changes with pressure into account showed that the electron-phonon
interaction factor of titanium is practically independent of pressure while the plasma frequency has a strong
pressure dependence. This model gave reasonable numerical results for the pressure dependence of both the
residual, electron-phonon and saturation resistivities and also agreed with experimental data for the super-
conducting critical temperature Tc under pressure for α titanium.

1. Introduction

Titanium and its alloys are light, strong, biocompatible and corro-
sion resistant, but in spite of their immense technological importance
there are still many gaps in our knowledge and understanding of these
materials. We address here three questions related to electrical trans-
port in Ti and its alloys in an attempt to provide not only new, accurate
data for these materials but also an improved understanding of highly
resistive materials in general.

First, to our knowledge, only two groups have studied the electrical
resistivity, ρ, of Ti under high pressure [1,2]. Bridgman [1] studied an
impure specimen under hydrostatic conditions up to 3 GPa at room
temperature. (Data for another sample, published in 1920, and later
results to 10 GPa are less accurate.) More recently, highly pure Ti was
studied [2] over wide ranges of pressure, p, and temperature, T, using
solid hexagonal BN as pressure transmitting medium. Titanium and its
dilute alloys crystallize in a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) α phase at
ambient conditions but above 1155 K Ti transforms into a body-cen-
tered cubic β phase [3]. Both phases transform into a hexagonal ω

phase when a high pressure is applied [3,4]. Unfortunately, most data
for ρ from earlier studies [1,2] have been fitted to polynomials over
ranges in p that include both the α and ω phases. It is thus uncertain
whether published data are characteristic for the α phase, the ω phase,
or mixtures of both. To obtain accurate data for ρ under pressure we
have thus measured the resistance of several specimens of α Ti and two
of its alloys under hydrostatic conditions from 175 K to 700 K in the
range where only the α phase is stable.

Second, at high T the resistivities of Ti and its alloys are very high
and the T dependence deviates strongly from linearity. Mooij [5]
showed that when ρ exceeds about 150 μΩcm in metals and alloys it
tends to become constant, sometimes even showing a negative dρ/dT
(the “Mooij correlation”). This effect, given the descriptive name “re-
sistivity saturation” by Fisk and Webb [6], is usually observed when the
semi-classical electron mean free path, Λ, approaches its minimum
value, the nearest-neighbour atomic distance a (the Ioffe-Regel criterion
[7]). In many materials the resulting ρ(T) can be described by a simple
“parallel resistivity” model [8],

1/ρ=1/ρideal + 1/ρsat. (1)
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Here ρ is the experimental value, ρideal the sum of the residual (ρ0)
and phonon-induced (ρep) resistivities and ρsat the high-T limit.
Surprisingly, several studies [9–11] claim that Eq, (1) is not valid for Ti
and its alloys; fitted functions do not describe correctly the T depen-
dence and fitted values for ρsat vary strongly with alloying, from very
high for pure Ti to much lower for alloys. We find that this is due to a
neglect of band-structure effects. Basic theory [12,13] predicts ρep to be
linear in T at constant volume, V, for T > ΘD/2, where ΘD is the Debye
temperature, but for most simple metals thermal expansion gives ρ ∝ Tn,
with n > 1, at constant p [12] (see data in Ref. [14]). Reducing data to
constant-V (isochoric) conditions restores linearity for most simple
metals, but many transition metals remain non-linear. A common
reason is Mott-Fermi thermal smearing of energy levels [12,15]: when
the density of states changes rapidly with energy at the Fermi level,
changes in T modify the effective number of charge carriers and the
scattering probability, giving a non-linear ρ(T). We show below that
when Ti as treated as a transition metal with Mott-Fermi smearing of
the band structure, excellent fits to the experimental data are found
with only small variations in ρsat between materials.

Third, even when Eq. (1) fits the data well, fitted values for ρ0 and
ρep rapidly become anomalous with alloying. For highly resistive alloys
the fitted ρ0 may be extremely high, implying an unrealistically short Λ,
while the fitted ρep may be an order of magnitude larger than for pure
Ti. This is surprising; neither band structure nor phonon spectrum
should be strongly affected by replacing 5–10% of the Ti atoms by Al.
We show here that a modified model, partially retaining Matthiessen's
rule, fits experimental data equally well. In contrast to the earlier
model, Eq. (1), it also reproduces the T dependences of both ρ and dρ/
dp, for both Ti and the alloys investigated, yielding physically reason-
able values for all fitted resistivity terms and their p derivatives. The
model also correctly predicts the p dependence of the superconducting
transition temperature, Tc.

Resistivity saturation is not well understood. While early authors
[16–20] analyzed non-linear data in terms of band structure effects or
scattering by multiple ionic energy levels, Mooij's paper [5] initiated an
intense research activity and many approaches were suggested, as re-
viewed by Allen [21,22]. Gurvitch [23] derived Eq. (1) by assuming a
minimum time between electron scattering events, equivalent to a
minimum Λ, and similar expressions follow from considerations of s-d
scattering [24], by expressing the conductivity in Boltzmann theory in
powers of a/Λ [22] and in models predicting additional non-classical
conduction channels [25]. Importantly, values for ρep found by fitting
Eq. (1) to data for elements usually agree well with calculations [26] for
the non-saturated state. Interest in saturation effects increased again
after the discovery that ρ did not saturate in some ceramic super-
conductors [27], fullerides [28] and other “bad metals”, although sa-
turation sometimes reappeared at constant V [29]. (Reviews are given
by Allen [30] and Gunnarsson et al. [31].) For heat transport by pho-
nons, a mean-free-path-limited “minimum thermal conductivity” [32]
is observed in both glasses [32,33] and crystals [32,34] and the simi-
larity between the electronic and lattice effects has been emphasized
[35]. Both saturation effects have important implications in technology,
geo- and astrophysics. E.g., resistivity saturation in Fe alloys implies a
high thermal conductivity in the Earth's core [36], constraining esti-
mates of the thermal evolution of our planet and other astronomical
objects.

Although both Eq. (1) and the concept of saturation are widely
accepted and used in analyses and calculations [37,38] there is still no
general theory. Saturation appears at similar magnitudes of ρ in crys-
talline, disordered and amorphous metals, irrespectively of whether
scattering is dominated by static (impurities) or dynamic (phonons)
disorder. It is obviously related to Mott's minimum metallic con-
ductivity [39]; observed values for ρsat suggest that Λ is usually of order
4–10Å at saturation [5,11,23,40] rather than Mott's Λmin ≈ a. How-
ever, even the concept of Λ is probably invalid under such conditions
and recent calculations [38] show that Fermi surfaces blur or collapse

under saturation conditions. Although many recent papers discuss
possible models for saturation and “bad metals” [31,41–49] there is still
little genuine understanding, no accepted theory and no general
method to calculate ρ and its T dependence for highly resistive mate-
rials. While progress in first-principles calculations may soon change
this situation we limit the theoretical discussion in this paper to simple
Debye models and the simplest extensions of free-electron-like theories.
The excellent agreement found between simple theory and the para-
meters obtained by fitting our new empirical model to the data is ex-
tremely interesting and may possibly help in advancing present un-
derstanding of resistance saturation effects.

2. Experimental details

Ti samples were prepared from cold-drawn wire, 2 mm in diameter,
of iodide Ti (99.9% purity) with a measured residual resistivity ratio
ρ(298 K)/ρ(4.2 K)= 13.9. Alloy samples were cut from arc-melted in-
gots made from 99.9% Ti and 99.99% Al at the Central Research
Institute for Ferrous Metallurgy, Moscow, Russia. The average Al con-
centrations in the alloys were 2.43 wt % (4.23 at %) and 4.99 wt %
(8.53 at %), respectively, as measured by electron probe microanalysis
(X-ray spectroscopy). We refer to these alloys as alloys A (2.43% Al)
and B (4.99% Al). Both alloys crystallize in the Ti α structure, which is
stable to at least 9 at % Al [9–11], and both are disordered substitu-
tional alloys with virtually the same lattice constant as pure Ti [11]. All
samples were machined to nominal dimensions 0.5 mm in diameter and
10mm in length and used without further annealing to avoid oxygen
contamination. Current and potential leads were made from 0.125mm
in diameter Ti wire (99.6% purity, Goodfellow, Cambridge, U.K.), spot-
welded to the samples. The resistance, R, was measured by the four-
probe DC method, switching the current direction to minimize ther-
moelectric effects. The current used was 100–200mA and R was cal-
culated from the ratio of the voltages measured over the sample and
over a standard resistor of 100mΩ connected in series.

All experimental data have been corrected for geometrical effects
due to thermal expansion, using recommended data [50] for pure Ti.
We have used the same expansion data for all samples, all materials,
and under all conditions, even at high pressure. This does not add
significantly to the experimental error because the correction is small
(< 0.4%) over the range studied and the thermal expansion properties
of Ti-Al alloys do not differ much from those of pure Ti.

High-p experiments at and above room temperature (RT) were
performed in a piston-and-cylinder device, 70mm in inside diameter,
using an oven very similar to those used in earlier studies [51–53].
Temperature gradients were minimized by using separate end heaters.
The pressure was measured using a free-standing Manganin coil [54];
wire from the same spool has been calibrated against the melting
pressure of Hg. The pressure transmitting medium used above 290 K
was DC200 silicone oil which solidifies [55,56] near 1 GPa at RT but
has the advantage of being thermally stable up to 700 K where pyrolysis
starts [52,56]. Changing p with a solid pressure medium creates stress,
damaging the sample, the oven, the Manganin coil and the fragile
current and potential leads to the sample. When changing p above
0.5 GPa the oven was, therefore, heated to near 500 K to keep the oil
liquid in and near the oven. In early experiments, oil with a viscosity of
100 cSt was used to ensure leakage-free operation, but because effects
of solidification were noted [55] most experiments were carried out
using oil viscosities of 10–50 cSt.

The low-T behaviour of Ti and alloy A was investigated in separate
high-p experiments down to below 80 K, using a 45mm inside diameter
piston-and-cylinder device cooled by a He compressor system [57]. In
these experiments p was measured using a calibrated Zeranin coil in-
stead of Manganin and the pressure medium was a 50/50 mixture of n-
and iso-pentane, hydrostatic down to about 150 K [54].

In all high-p experiments T was measured using type K thermo-
couples. Wire from the same spools had been calibrated against a
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standard Pt thermometer. To obtain accurate data the thermocouple
wires were usually welded to the actual sample used. For one sample of
each type the resistance was also measured down to 4.2 K at ambient
pressure. The residual resistance was measured with the sample im-
mersed in liquid He while data between 4.2 and 80 K were collected in
flowing He gas using a calibrated Si diode (Lake Shore Cryotronics) as
thermometer. Measured temperatures might differ slightly from actual
sample temperatures, but because the low-T resistivities of Ti and its
alloys have already been well studied and the present work con-
centrates on the range 300≤ T≤ 700 K these small errors were not
considered important.

3. Experimental results

Five specimens of Ti, cut from the same bar, and three of each alloy
were studied, most at both atmospheric and elevated p. Fig. 1 shows the
T dependence of ρ, corrected for thermal expansion, for the three ma-
terials between 4 and 700 K at ambient pressure. For Ti our data are in
excellent agreement with recommended values given by Peletskii [58]
but the magnitude is slightly lower than results from some other studies
[9,59–63]. The resistivity is almost linear in T between 150 and 500 K,
with a stronger variation with temperature at low T and a small ne-
gative deviation above 500 K, indicating the approach to saturation.
This is seen more clearly in Fig. 2, which shows dρ/dT as a function of T
for the same samples above 80 K, below which temperature dρ/dT falls
rapidly toward zero for all materials. The data for dρ/dT have been
calculated from the experimental data for ρ as the ratio between the
differences in ρ and T between each consecutive pair of points. The
extra scatter near 293 K is an artefact due to the use of different data
sets above and below this T. Literature data for Ti-Al alloys
[5,9–11,16,63,64] show a rather large scatter, but both the residual
resistivities and the T dependences found here agree well with data
from Refs. [5,9,11,16] collected in Fig. 10 of Ref. [11]. It is obvious
from Figs. 1 and 2 that saturation effects are much larger for the alloys
than for pure Ti, with strong negative curvatures in ρ(T) for both alloys
and a very small dρ/dT at the highest T for the more concentrated alloy
B.

For most samples, R was also measured under pressure over the
range 293–700 K. Early high-p experiments showed a rather large
scatter, non-linearities and hysteresis phenomena caused by solidifica-
tion of the silicone pressure medium. Most of these problems were

eliminated by the use of a low viscosity oil and a modified experimental
procedure, keeping the oven at 500 K or higher when changing p above
0.5 GPa, and later results for different specimens were in general in
excellent agreement. However, a small hysteresis with a parallel shift of
the R versus p curves by up to 80MPa for increasing and decreasing p
often remained in isothermal cycles at RT, probably caused by strain-
induced resistance changes in the pressure gauge. Similar-sized
anomalies were also observed at low p near 700 K, where the pressure
cell was strongly deformed, and data from these ranges were not in-
cluded in the analysis. Although pressures up to 2 GPa were used in
early experiments the data shown here will be limited to maximum
pressures of 1.1–1.2 GPa, for two reasons. First, under sufficiently high
p, solidification of the silicone oil strained the pressure sensor and the
connecting wires even when p was changed at elevated T. Second, Ti
transforms from its α phase to an ω phase under high p [2–4,65–67].
While most studies [67] indicate that the transition starts at pressures
from 2 [65] to 10 GPa, a recent resistance study [2] suggests that near
RT the transformation may begin even well below 2 GPa in a non-hy-
drostatic pressure transmitting medium. Because the ω phase once
formed is metastable to zero pressure near RT the maximum p was
limited to 1.5 GPa to avoid the transformation.

For one Ti and one alloy A specimen isothermal pressure cycles
were made at intervals of 100 K, but for most samples isobaric tem-
perature cycles were made at intervals of about 0.4 GPa between RT
and 700 K. During the nominally isobaric runs p increased slightly with
increasing T, but since p was measured continuously this could be taken
into account in the analysis. For Ti, the pressure dependence of R could
be well approximated by R(p)= R(0) (1 – 1.68·10−2 p + 9.79·10−4 p2)
at 300 K, with p in GPa, giving an average pressure coefficient up to
1 GPa of d(ln R)/dp=[1/R(0)]·dR/dp=− 1.58·10−2 GPa−1. The
measured p dependence of R was converted into resistivity data using
data for the compressibility, κ, as a function of T from Fisher and
Renken [68]. Although obtained using an ultrasonic method these data
are in very good agreement with direct volumetric measurements at RT
[69,70]. Fig. 3 shows data for ρ as a function of p at 300 and 600 K for
all three materials, taken from isothermal experiments on Ti and alloy A
and recalculated to constant T from an isobaric experiment for alloy B.

In Fig. 4 we show the pressure coefficient d(ln ρ)/dp as a function of
T for all materials studied. At and above 300 K, data obtained from
isothermal measurements on Ti and alloy A and data from pseudo-
isobaric temperature cycles, recalculated as pressure coefficients at

Fig. 1. The measured electrical resistivity as a function of temperature, T. Red
triangles: Ti, blue squares: alloy A, black circles: alloy B. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 2. The temperature derivative of the resistivity, dρ/dT, as a function of
temperature, T, calculated directly between each consecutive pair of measured
data points. Red triangles: Ti, blue squares: alloy A, black circles: alloy B. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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100 K intervals, are shown separately to show that the latter indicate a
slightly stronger p dependence. For Ti we show two sets of data, ob-
tained on two different specimens, to underline the excellent agreement
between experiments. Results for other samples showed a larger scatter
but were otherwise in good agreement with those shown. For the alloys,
d(ln ρ)/dp becomes more positive with increasing Al content and ρ0, as
commonly observed for metals and alloys [71–74]. In Fig. 4 we also
include data measured at 298 K and below. Because of experimental
difficulties and inferior temperature control we believe that the accu-
racy of these data is lower, even if they agree reasonably well with the
high-T data. Fig. 4 shows that while d(ln ρ)/dp depends little on T for Ti
and the more concentrated alloy B, there is a fairly strong T dependence
for the intermediate alloy A. We show in Section 4.3 that this behaviour
agrees well with theory.

In an earlier study at RT, Bridgman [1] found an average pressure

coefficient d(ln R)/dp=−1.13·10−2 GPa−1 up to 1 GPa, corre-
sponding to d(ln ρ)/dp=−1.44·10−2 GPa−1. (Values have been re-
calculated to SI units but not corrected for differences in pressure
scales.) The weak dependence on p (Fig. 4) was probably due to im-
purities since d(ln R)/dT was only 2.74·10−3 K−1 and ρ was 77.2 μΩcm
at RT, indicating ρ0≈ 30 μΩcm. More recently, Balog and Secco [2]
measured R (T,p) for highly pure Ti. In the range 2–4.6 GPa at RT,
where Ti should be at least partially transformed into the ω phase, they
report an average d(ln ρ)/dp very close to that found by Bridgman.
However, d(ln ρ)/dp varies strongly with T and p due to the α - ω
transition. At 323 K they report the average coefficient between 0.5 and
3 GPa as d(ln ρ)/dp=−1.85·10−2 GPa−1 (star in Fig. 4). Near 450 K
the coefficient is close to zero, then rapidly becomes more negative such
that the average value between 2 and 3 GPa is close to d(ln ρ)/
dp=−2.5·10−2 GPa−1 above 900 K. In this range of p and T only the α
phase should be stable and this result should thus be valid for the α
phase studied here.

4. Analysis and discussion

4.1. Temperature dependence of the resistance in Ti and Ti alloys

Titanium is one of few metals showing a T dependence close to the
semi-classical approximation ρ ∝ T5 at low T [14,59]. Below 300 K the
data in Fig. 1 could be fitted by a Bloch-Grüneisen function [13] with
ρ0= 3.0 μΩcm but well above RT saturation effects appear and the
measured ρ deviates from linearity in the negative direction in both Ti
and its alloys [5,9–11,16,58,60–64]. In highly concentrated alloys the
temperature coefficient may even become negative [5,9,63] but for the
α phase alloys studied here it is always positive.

Several studies [9–11] claim that Eq. (1) cannot be fitted to data for
Ti and Ti-Al alloys with acceptable results. In particular, fitted values
for ρsat vary by an unacceptable amount with alloying and for Ti and
very dilute alloys fitted values are much higher than observed satura-
tion levels. This is surprising, since (1) gives good fits to many other
systems, and we find that these anomalies disappear if we recognize Ti
as a transition metal. In Eq. (1), ρideal = ρ0 + ρep, where ρep can be, e.g.,
the Bloch-Grüneisen expression [13]. To simplify fitting, the range in T
is usually limited to T > ΘD/2 (ΘD=426 K for Ti) where ρep can be
replaced by its high-T limit ρep=AT. However, for transition metals
partially filled d- or f-bands with very high densities of states, N(E),
often provide large numbers of available empty states, enhancing
scattering probabilities and increasing ρ. If the Fermi level coincides
with a sharp structure in N(E) or with a slope with large dN(E)/dE,
changes in T may change the effective carrier density or scattering
probability, directly or through thermal expansion effects. It is well
known [12,13,15,75] that such Mott-Fermi smearing causes an addi-
tional factor (1 ± FT2) to appear in the expression for ρep. For α Ti the
Fermi level indeed falls on the slope of a major peak in N(E) [76,77],
implying that ρep must be described by a transition metal model rather
than the normal metal model. To test this hypothesis, we have fitted (1)
to both our own data and to literature data [58,60–62] using a modified
ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BTq, with q=2,3,4. All data sets gave similar re-
sults. The original Eq. (1) with B=0 gave a reasonable fit to the data.
With q=2 the fit was better, with the sum of deviations squared,
Σ(Δρ)2, about one order of magnitude lower but with a large T2 term
and an unphysical, negative A. q=3 gave excellent fits with Σ(Δρ)2
about two orders of magnitude smaller than for B=0, while q=4 gave
nearly the same deviations as q=2. Because our data extend only up to
700 K we demonstrate the improved fits by showing in Fig. 5 data from
Bel'skaya [62] together with curves fitted using both ρideal = ρ0 + AT
and ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3. Fitted parameters are given in Table 1. The
modified model gives an excellent fit from RT up to 1150 K, close to the
transformation into the β phase. The difference Δρ between the fitted
curves and the data (inset) decreases by about an order of magnitude
and loses any systematic T dependence when a term in T3 is added in

Fig. 3. Relative resistivity ρ(p)/ρ(0) as a function of pressure, p. Red triangles:
Ti, blue squares: alloy A, black circles: alloy B. Open symbols with fitted 2nd
order polynomials denote data measured at 300 K, filled symbols at 600 K. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Pressure coefficient d(ln ρ)/dp of the resistivity ρ as a function of tem-
perature, T. Red triangles: Ti, blue squares: alloy A, black circles: alloy B. Filled
symbols denote results from isothermal pressure cycles, open symbols results
recalculated from isobaric temperature cycles. For pure Ti, standing and in-
verted triangles denote results for two different specimens. For comparison,
green diamond shows data from Ref. [1], green star from Ref. [2] (see text).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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ρideal. Excellent fits were found for original data from this work, Wa-
silewski [60] and Bel'skaya [62]; slightly larger deviations were found
for data from Refs. [58] and [61] which give recommended values,
averaging earlier studies.

The facts that best fits were obtained with
ρideal= ρ0 + AT + BT3= ρ0 + AT (1 + FT2) and that this function
gave excellent fits to data over the whole range in T from RT to the α - β
transformation confirm our hypothesis about Mott-Fermi smearing ef-
fects. Table 1 shows that B is positive; the intrinsic ρep in Ti thus has a
quite strong positive d2ρ/dT2. Although Figs. 1, 2 and 5 apparently show
negative values for this quantity, this is caused by saturation effects.
Our results thus confirm the claim by Grimvall [78] that both band
structure calculations [76] and the T dependence of ΘD indicate that Ti
should have a large, positive d2ρ/dT2 and that the negative value ob-
served must be due to resistivity saturation.

Eq. (1) was fitted to our data for ρ(T) at T > 200 K (≈ ΘD/2) using
both the “normal metal” model, ρideal = ρ0 + AT, and the “transition
metal” model, ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3. The curves shown in Fig. 6 were
obtained using the latter model, which gave excellent fits for all ma-
terials. No results are shown for the normal metal model to avoid
cluttering the figure, but for this model deviations were similar to those
shown in Fig. 5 or in the figures of Refs [9,10]. Fitted parameters are
shown in Table 2 for both models. For the normal metal model (B=0)
the fitted parameters agree well with those found by others [9,10] and
for most parameters the two models give similar values. The obvious
differences are that the transition metal model gives much better fits
and values for ρsat that are very similar for all materials and in good
agreement with values found by visual inspection. Although the use of a

modified ρideal improves the fit, many questions remain. Fitted values
for ρ0 and ρep still vary to an unacceptable degree with alloying, as in
earlier studies [9–11]. The linear term ρep=AT should not change very
much with the addition of a few percent Al, but fitted values for A
actually increase by a factor of about five for alloy B compared to Ti.
Also, the fitted values for ρ0 increase with alloying such that ρ0> > ρsat
for alloy B and the increase is faster than linear in Al fraction, in dis-
agreement with Nordheim's rule [12,13,75]. (The negative ρ0 for Ti is
due to a neglect of the low-T curvature in ρep.)

One possible reason for the disagreement with theory is that the
latter is only valid at constant V (isochoric conditions). We have thus
recalculated our data to constant V and repeated the analysis. Because
of the small thermal expansion [50] the isochoric ρ differs from the
isobaric by only −2.5 percent near 700 K. The final fits are thus very
similar to those shown above with small changes in the fitted para-
meters, except that ρsat is slightly lower because of the stronger
downward curvature at high T. The fits are statistically slightly worse,
possibly due to errors introduced by the calculations, and because of
this and the very small differences between the data sets we use the
original isobaric data also in all discussions below.

The resistivities of Ti and several of its alloys with Al were discussed
by Lin et al. [9,10], based on an analysis using Eq. (1) with
ρideal = ρ0 + AT, with fitted parameters in excellent agreement with
ours. Several models for saturation were discussed and fitted values for
ρsat were compared with values calculated from the expression

ρsat = 1.29·1018/(n2/3a) μΩcm (2)

derived by Gurvitch [23] from an expression for Mott's minimum me-
tallic conductivity [39] in a free-electron model. In (2), n is the number
of electrons per cm3 and a the interatomic distance in Å. Inserting

Fig. 5. Circles: Experimental data for the resistivity of polycrystalline Ti from
Ref. [62]. Curves show fits to Eq. (1); dashed curve obtained with
ρideal = ρ0 + AT, full curve with ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3. Inset shows differ-
ences between the fitted curves and the experimental points (dashed and full
curves as in main figure).

Table 1
Results from a fit of Eq. (1) to resistivity data for polycrystalline Ti from Ref.
[62], using different terms ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BTq. For the last term we used
either B=0 or integer values q (= 2,3,4). The Table shows fitted parameters
ρsat (μΩcm), ρ0 (μΩcm), A (μΩcm K−1) and B (μΩcm K−q), maximum deviations
Δρmax (μΩcm) between fitted and experimental data, the sum of errors Σ(Δρ)2
(μΩcm2) and the variance in each fit.

q ρsat ρ0 A B Δρmax Σ(Δρ)2 Variance

– 316 −69.1 0.400 0 3.63 79.2 5.65
2 207 66.3 −0.312 9.98·10−4 0.730 2.93 0.225
3 196 8.34 0.108 8.40·10−7 0.468 1.03 0.079
4 187 −29.3 0.282 9.86·10−10 0.626 1.56 0.12

Fig. 6. Same data as in Fig. 1, showing fits of Eq. (1) (full curves) to the data
using ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3.

Table 2
Results obtained by fitting Eq. (1) to our resistivity data for the three materials
using ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3, with and without the term BT3. Symbols and
units are the same as in Table 1.

Material ρsat ρ0 A B Δρmax Σ(Δρ)2 Variance

Ti 614 −13.7 0.216 – 0.728 5.09 0.0697
Alloy A 309 62.2 0.376 – 0.725 7.93 0.0945
Alloy B 226 184 0.932 – 0.570 4.04 0.0641
Ti 183 −11.0 0.207 4.48·10−7 0.113 0.203 0.00282
Alloy A 190 96.3 0.474 1.49·10−6 0.116 0.195 0.00235
Alloy B 190 288 1.114 4.93·10−7 0.147 0.246 0.00396
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n=10.5·1022 cm−3 and a=2.92Å for Ti they find ρsat = 198 μΩcm,
much lower than fitted values near 600 μΩcm. Adding a few percent Al
gives lower values for ρsat; for 8.5 at % Al we estimate
n≈ 11.1·1022 cm−3 and ρsat = 191 μΩcm, in very good agreement with
fitted data. Values for ρsat found from (2) are in excellent agreement
with our data from the transition metal model and with the corre-
sponding data from Bel'skaya (Table 1). The agreement is probably
fortuitious, however, since it is based on a model where Λ= a; it has
often been pointed out [11,40] that in real metals saturation occurs
when Λ is larger than this.

Wu and Lin [10] discuss several saturation models, including the
“phonon ineffectiveness model” of Cote and Meisel [79], which argues
that phonons with wavelengths exceeding Λ do not scatter electrons
efficiently, the model of Morton et al. [24] in which d electrons create a
T-independent parallel conduction channel and the ionic disorder
model of Ron et al. [80]. They conclude that the last of these gives the
most realistic fitted parameters and is thus the best. Zhang et al. [11]
studied Ti-Al alloys below 300 K only, finding no deviations from
Matthiessen's rule such that ρep was independent of alloying. They
suggested that saturation is caused by multi-phonon scattering. Addi-
tion of an exponential Debye-Waller factor to ρep at high T gave ex-
cellent agreement with data, as found in many early works [16–18].
However, such models have been heavily criticized by Allen [21] and
others.

4.2. Temperature dependence: a modified saturation model

Although Eq. (1) fits our data well when Mott-Fermi smearing is
taken into account fitted values for ρ0 and ρep are still too high for the
alloys and we have searched for better models. Because ρ0 seems to
evolve with Al level in the same way as for other dilute alloys
[12–14,75], while Eq. (1) gives very high apparent values, we tried a
modified model,

ρ(T)= ρ0 + 1/[(1/ρsat) + (1/ ρep)]. (3)

Eq. (3) is identical to (1) if ρ0= 0 and thus gives very similar results
for pure Ti. The new expression, which keeps Matthiessen's rule ap-
proximately valid when ρ is small and suggests that only ρep is affected
by saturation, could be fitted to the data above 200 K with errors and
deviations practically identical to those found using (1). For both (1)
and (3) the deviations from the fitted curves are dominated by random
experimental errors and the fitted curves in Fig. 6 are visually indis-
tinguishable from curves based on (3). In Table 3 we compare fitted
parameters for all three materials, obtained using the transition metal
model (with a term in T3) in both Eqs (1) and (3). Clearly, the use of Eq.
(3) solves both problems discussed in the last Section. Fitted values for
ρ0 are lower than experimental values because we neglect the low-T
curvature in ρep but are otherwise much more realistic than values
found from Eq. (1). More important, values for ρep found by fitting Eq.
(3) vary much less than those given by Eq. (1). Values for A fitted using
(3) decrease by 25% in the transition metal model, or increase by 25%

in the normal metal model (not shown in the Table), when going from
Ti to alloy B. The corresponding changes when using (1) are +440%
and +330%, respectively. A comparison of the fitted ρep(T) obtained
using Eq. (3) in the transition metal model shows maximum differences
of 10–20% between materials at any T. Values for ρsat obtained by fit-
ting Eq. (3) appear to be very low; however, from the structure of Eq.
(3) it is clear that we should add (experimental) values for ρ0 to the
fitted ρsat to find the true saturation resistivities (ρ0 (exp) + ρsat) as
shown in the Table.

When Λ becomes short enough for saturation effects to be sig-
nificant the Bloch-Grüneisen model should be invalid. However, its
predictions are surprisingly accurate even then [21,42] and it is inter-
esting to compare our results with this and related models. In the high-T
limit, ρep can be written [26,40,42,52]

ρep= 4π/ωp
2τ = (16π3kB/h) T λtr/ωp

2, (4)

where ωp
2= 4πe2N (EF)< vF2> is the plasma frequency squared, N

(EF) the density of states at the Fermi energy EF and vF the Fermi ve-
locity. The constant λtr is the transport electron-phonon interaction
factor (weighted over scattering angles), closely related to the inter-
action factor λ relevant for superconductivity. Lin et al. [9,10] insert
values calculated for Ti by Sanborn et al. [40] into (4) to find
ρep= 0.16 T μΩcm, in good agreement with both their data and the
values 0.21–0.23 T obtained here. Since Sanborn et al. extracted values
for λtr from experimental data for ρep this agreement is not surprising.
We can make a crude comparison between data for Ti and its alloys by
noting that in free-electron and Debye models, λtr ∝ ΘD

−2 and N
(EF)< vF2>∝ n. Both ΘD [11] and n (see above) are roughly 5% higher
in alloy B than in Ti and ρep should thus be about 15% lower in the
alloy, in qualitative agreement with the trend observed using Eq. (3)
and the transition metal model for ρep (see Table 3) but opposite to the
results obtained in earlier studies [9,10], or by using either Eq. (1), the
normal metal model for ρep, or both.

The structure of Eq. (3) suggests that only the phonon scattering
part of the resistivity saturates. This is clearly not true; it is well known
that the total ρ saturates irrespectively of whether the dominant scat-
tering agent is impurities or phonons. However, taking the suggestion at
face value indicates that the phonon ineffectiveness model of Cote and
Meisel [79] should be reappraised. This model assumes that electrons
are not scattered by phonons with wavelengths larger than Λ. Cote and
Meisel give an estimate for ρsat which for Ti predicts ρsat ≈ 250 μΩcm
[9,10], in good agreement with experiment. To test this model, Ca-
landra and Gunnarsson [42] calculated ρ as a function of T, gradually
deleting phonons with increasingly smaller wavelengths. While the
removal of long wavelength phonons strongly decreased the magnitude
of ρ, the drop was similarly large at all T which was argued to disprove
the model. However, we note that a Λ small enough to remove the
effect of such phonons only occurs at very high T.

Both (1) and (3) give reasonable values, between 180 and
200 μΩcm, for ρsat in the present materials if the transition metal model
is used. In addition to the free-electron-based Eq. (2), Gurvitch [23]
derives a more general expression,

ρsat = (4π/ωp
2)< vF2> 1/2/a, (5)

assuming that τ in (4) equals the time τ= a/< vF> for electrons to
travel between nearest atomic neighbours. Again, this might be an
unrealistically small minimum value for Λ (see above). Inserting free-
electron results for ωp

2 and vF in (5) gives ρsat≈ 180 μΩcm, similar to
the results from (2), as expected, while inserting values calculated by
Sanborn et al. [40] gives ρsat≈ 415 μΩcm. A comparison with the ex-
perimental results suggests that the minimum Λ is at least twice the
nearest-neighbour distance.

Table 3
Results obtained by fitting Eqs (1) and (3) to our data for the resistivities of
three materials, using ρideal = ρ0 + AT + BT3. Symbols and units are the same
as in Tables 1 and 2; for the fit to Eq. (3) we also show the “true” saturation
resistivity as the sum of the experimental residual resistivity ρ0exp and the fitted
ρsat (see text).

Material Eq. ρsat ρsat + ρ0exp ρ0 A B

Ti (1) 183 – −11.0 0.207 4.48·10−7

Alloy A (1) 190 – 96.3 0.474 1.49·10−6

Alloy B (1) 190 – 288 1.114 4.93·10−7

Ti (3) 195 198 −11.7 0.234 5.07·10−7

Alloy A (3) 131 201 59.4 0.224 7.05·10−7

Alloy B (3) 75.4 196 114.4 0.176 7.78·10−7
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4.3. Pressure dependence

Bloch-Grüneisen theory predicts [12,13,72] that the pressure coef-
ficient of ρep depends little on T above T≈ΘD and the p dependence of
ρ0 should be weak, since the density of scattering centers, i.e., impurity
atoms, changes little with p. Fig. 4 shows that these predictions must be
reasonably correct. The measured pressure coefficients for Ti and for
alloy B, for which ρ should be dominated by ρep and ρ0, respectively,
indeed depend little on T, and the magnitudes of d(ln ρ)/dp for the al-
loys are numerically smaller than for Ti, as expected [71–73]. For alloy
A, all three terms in Eq. (1) or (3) are important, with different weights
in different ranges of T, and as a result the total d(ln ρ)/dp varies rather
strongly with T.

We do not expect electronic band structures or lattice properties to
differ much between the materials studied here and the data in Table 3
show that the magnitude of ρep varies slowly with Al concentration. An
applied pressure should not change this situation in the narrow range
where the α phase is stable. We thus make the crude assumption that
we can describe the p dependence of ρ for all three materials using a
single set of pressure coefficients, for ρ0, ρep, and ρsat, respectively, with
each coefficient valid for all materials. The pressure coefficients of ρ0
and ρsat are assumed to be independent of T, but since we know that d
(ln ρep)/dp varies with T below ΘD we include a Bloch-Grüneisen T
dependence [12,13,72] in our analysis. This arises mainly from the
lattice dynamics, since ρep ∝ T/ΘD

2 at T > ΘD and T5/ΘD
6 as T→0.

Using the standard approximation −d(ln ΘD)/d(ln V)= γG, the Grü-
neisen parameter, the volume dependence of ρep is

d(ln ρep)/d(ln V)= f(T) + Q. (6)

The constant Q (usually |Q| < 1) takes band structure changes into
account while f(T)= 2γG at high T, increasing to 6γG as T → 0. We
neglect Q in the fit, assuming that the function f(T) describes the es-
sence of the T dependence, but also because the accuracies of the data
and model do not warrant the addition of a further parameter.

From (1) and (3) we calculate the total pressure coefficient d(ln ρ)/
dp in terms of the three coefficients d(ln ρ0)/dp, d(ln ρep)/dp and d(ln
ρsat)/dp, as

d(ln ρ)/dp= ρρ0/(ρ0+ρep)2 d(ln ρ0)/dp + ρρep/(ρ0+ρep)2 d(ln ρep)/
dp + ρ/ρpar d(ln ρpar)/dp (7)

from Eq. (1), the standard saturation model, and

d(ln ρ)/dp= ρ0/ρ d(ln ρ0)/dp + (ρ−ρ0)2/ρρep d(ln ρep)/dp + (ρ−ρ0)2/
ρρpar d(ln ρpar)/dp (8)

from Eq. (3), the modified model. These expressions have been fitted to
the data in Fig. 4 using standard multiple linear regression with the
results shown in Fig. 7. Both models fit the data remarkably well,
considering that we have assumed all pressure coefficients to be iden-
tical for the three materials. Because the data collected below RT were
judged to be less accurate, the curves shown were obtained by fitting
(7) and (8) in the range 300–700 K only. However, for Ti and alloy A
the fitted functions have been extrapolated to 150 K to show that they
also agree well with the low-T data. Including all data in the fitting
process gave results which, at any T, differed by less than about±
0.001 GPa−1 from most of the curves shown. The exception was the fit
for alloy A using Eq. (7) which became noticeably better below 300 K
when the low-T points were included.

Although both (7) and (8) fit the data, there are some important
differences. For Ti, (7) and (8) give equally good fits but the T depen-
dence obtained from (7) differs from the trend observed in experiments.
For alloy B, (8) gives the correct T dependence but values that are
slightly (+0.002 GPa−1) high, while (7) gives values too low by a si-
milar amount and a T dependence which is not observed in experi-
ments. For alloy A, both models give good fits to the data regarding
both the magnitude and the fairly strong T dependence of d (ln ρ)/dp;

including low-T data in the fit improves the agreement even further at
low T.

Numerical values for some fitted parameters show rather large
differences between models. The fit to Eq. (7) gives a large, positive d
(ln ρ0)/dp=5.8·10−2 GPa−1; this is reduced by about 20% if the low-T
data are included in the fit. Such a large coefficient is quite surprising,
since for most alloys ρ0 depends weakly on p. Both the scattering po-
tential and the band structure might change strongly with V, giving
significant changes in ρ0 [81], but Λ should scale with the distance
between scattering centers, i.e., with the linear compressibility. In a
free-electron model we expect ρ0=m/(ne2τ0), where τ0=Λ/vF and m
is the effective mass. Taking into account changes in Λ (∝ a), vF and n
with p we find d(ln ρ0)/dp=− κ/3=− 3.1·10−3 GPa−1, in excellent
agreement with the value d(ln ρ0)/dp=−3.6·10−3 GPa−1 obtained
from the fit using Eq. (8). A 10% smaller magnitude was found when
the low-T data were included.

The saturation resistivity ρsat decreases surprisingly rapidly with
increasing p, with d(ln ρsat)/dp=−1.3·10−2 GPa−1 (Eq. (7)) or d(ln
ρsat)/dp=−2.2·10−2 GPa−1 (Eq. (8)). Intuitively we might expect Λ to
scale with a and that ρsat should increase with increasing p as d(ln ρsat)/
dp = κ/3 = + 3.1·10−3 GPa−1. The rapid decrease found indicates
significant effects from changes in electron band structure, scattering
potential or lattice dynamics. However, support for such a strong
pressure dependence of ρsat is given by the large d(ln ρ/
dp)=−2.5⋅10−2 GPa−1 found by Balog and Secco [2] at T > 900 K,
where the total ρ should be dominated by the saturation term.

For ρep, fitting Eqs (7) and (8) gives very similar values of d(ln ρep)/
dp=−2.7·10−2 GPa−1 and −2.8·10−2 GPa−1, respectively. These
values are valid in the high-T limit T> >ΘD only; the actual function
fitted using (8) is shown in Fig. 7 (dotted curve). For both d(ln ρep)/dp
and d(ln ρsat)/dp the fitted values changed by less than 10% when the
low-T data were included in the fit. The values obtained for d(ln ρep)/dp
can be compared with the semi-classical prediction d(ln ρep)/
dp≈−2κγG≈−2.5·10−2 GPa−1 derived from Eq. (6) with Q=0,
using γG=1.33 [82] for Ti. The agreement between experiment and
theory is excellent, considering the crude model, and the p dependence
of ρep thus appears to be due mainly to the stiffening of the lattice with
only a small electronic correction Q≈ 0.3 in (6).

Free-electron and Debye models are thus reasonably successful in
describing the T and p dependence of ρ for Ti and its alloys, although
ρsat is still an enigma. We can take the analysis one step further by

Fig. 7. Same data as in Fig. 4; curves have been fitted as discussed in the text.
Dashed curves based on the model defined by Eqs (1) and (7), full curves on
that defined by Eqs (3) and (8). Curves have been fitted at T≥ 300 K only, but
for Ti and alloy A the fitted functions have been extrapolated to 150 K for
comparison. Dotted curve near −0.03 GPa−1 shows the T dependence of d(ln
ρep)/dp, fitted using Eq. (8).
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returning to Eq. (4). Transport and superconducting properties are
linked by the electron-phonon interaction parameters λtr and λ, re-
spectively. Rapp and Sundqvist [83–86] showed that dλtr/dp can be
extracted from data for ρ(T,p), measured at T > ΘD, using Eq. (4).
Because the Fermi surface geometry does not change rapidly with p,
dλ/dp≈ dλtr/dp in simple metals and inserting this into McMillan's
formula [40,87] the p dependence of the critical temperature Tc for
superconductivity can be found. For simple metals the agreement be-
tween calculated and experimental values for dTc/dp was excellent
[83–85] and for many transition metals good agreement was found by
combining the experimental dλtr/dp with calculated values for dωp

2/dp
[85,86]. For α Ti, Tc increases weakly with p (dTc/
dp = +0.012 K GPa−1 [88]) while the ω phase has a much larger dTc/
dp [89]. Using McMillan's formula with ΘD=426 K, depending on V as
d(ln ΘD)/d(ln V)=−γG, μ*≈ 0.12–0.13 and λ ≈ 0.38–0.61 [40], we
calculate d(ln λ)/dp = (0.004 ± 0.002) GPa−1 for α Ti from dTc/dp.
This is close to the value dλ/dp= 0.001 GPa−1 calculated by Iyakutti
et al. [90] but not compatible with the large negative d(ln ρep)/dp found
above, which indicates negative values for dλtr/dp, dλ/dp and dTc/dp. A
similar disagreement between calculated and experimental values for
dTc/dp was found for La [91] when neglecting resistivity saturation in
the analysis. Additional measurements of ρ over wide ranges in T
[52,92] and the use of (1) with ρ0= 0 gave new values for the p de-
pendence of ρep, λtr and λ and a calculated value for dTc/dp in excellent
agreement with experiments [52]. For Ti, however, the calculated dTc/
dp differs from experimental data even when we take ρsat into account,
possibly because we have neglected the effect of pressure on the band
structure. From Eq. (4) we can write

d(ln ρep)/dp=d(ln λtr)/dp – d(ln ωp
2)/dp;

while we suggested above that Eq. (5) gave unrealistic values for the
magnitude of ρsat, we can still use this expression to derive its p de-
pendence as

d(ln ρsat)/dp=d(ln< vF2> 1/2)/dp – d(ln ωp
2)/dp – d(ln a)/dp,

assuming Λ= ka where k is an unspecified constant. We eliminate d(ln
ωp

2)/dp by subtraction to find

d(ln λtr)/dp=d(ln ρep)/dp – d(ln ρsat)/dp + d(ln< vF2> 1/2)/dp + κ/
3. (9)

Inserting the free-electron value d(ln< vF2> 1/2)/dp= κ/3 into (9)
we find d(ln λtr)/dp = (−2.8 + 2.2 + 0.6)·10−2 GPa−1= 0, which
inserted into McMillan's formula [40,87] results in a small positive dTc/
dp, in agreement with both experiments [88] and with calculations by
Iyakutti et al. [90].

Since d(ln λtr)/dp=0, this alternative analysis thus suggests that
the p dependence of ρep does not result from an increase in lattice
stiffness or electron-phonon interaction with p but from band structure
changes giving a large d(ln ωp

2)/dp=2.8·10−2 GPa−1. The change in
ωp under pressure also causes the unexpectedly large |d(ln ρsat)/dp|.
The pressure coefficient of ωp corresponds to d(ln ωp

2)/d (ln
V)=−3.0, three times larger than the free-electron value −1; similar
values, −2.8 and −2.6, were deduced [84] for the closely related
elements Zr and V, respectively. Calculations [91] also gave a large d(ln
ωp

2)/d(ln V)=−2.5 in fcc La which implied large positive values for
dλ/dp and dTc/dp for this metal [52], in agreement with experiments.

4.4. Some final points

The analysis shows that both empirical saturation models can de-
scribe the T and p dependence of ρ for Ti and its alloys, provided Mott-
Fermi thermal smearing of the band structure is taken into account.
However, while both Eqs (1) and (3) give excellent fits to the data for
ρ(T) and reasonable values for ρsat, only Eq. (3) yields acceptable values
for all resistivity terms (ρ0, ρep and ρsat) for the three materials. It also

gives a better description of the T dependence of d (ln ρ)/dp and more
reasonable values for the pressure coefficients of the individual re-
sistivity terms. While Debye and free-electron models explain the p
dependence of ρ0 and ρep as resulting from compression of the lattice
they are unable to predict the p dependence of ρsat and Tc. However,
when band structure changes with p are identified using Eqs (4) and (5)
a different picture is obtained which successfully reproduces the ob-
served p dependence of both ρ0, ρep, ρsat and Tc. Surprisingly, the p
dependence of both ρep and ρsat is dominated by the effect of p on ωp

rather than changes in the lattice properties.
Simple models thus give a surprisingly good account of the re-

sistivity of hcp Ti and its dilute alloys with Al, but many questions re-
main. The modified saturation expression (3) implies that Matthiessen's
rule is at least approximately valid, contradicting most theories for
saturation [21,22,31]. For Ti and its dilute alloys, Eqs (1) and (3) give
indistinguishable results regarding the statistical deviations from the
data. We have not tested Eq. (3) on other systems but we expect that it
will give good results also for other materials. Theory predicts
[21,22,31] that semi-classical approximations will break down well
before Λ approches a and saturation has often been found when
Λ> > a. Individual electron scattering events should thus be distin-
guishable which might explain why semi-classical theory, including
Matthiessen's rule, still gives reasonable results.

We underline that the three materials studied here are very different
from the scattering point of view. The low-T resistivity of Ti is domi-
nated by phonon scattering and those of the alloys by impurity scat-
tering. Still, Table 3 shows that the basic electron-phonon resistivities
found from (3) are very similar for all materials and that the differences
agree well with estimates from differences in electron densities and
lattice dynamics. Also, in spite of the different scattering mechanisms,
the fitted values for ρsat are practically identical. Even more interesting,
the measured pressure coefficients and their dependence on T can be
fitted by a single set of coefficients for the resistivity terms ρ0, ρep and
ρsat, where each coefficient is valid for all materials. These facts show
clearly that saturation is a very general phenomenon occurring at a well
defined resistivity level (or mean free path), independent of the actual
scattering mechanism causing it.

Although Eq. (3) describes both the saturation behaviour and the T
and p dependence of ρ in Ti and its alloys very accurately we must point
out that, like most earlier models, it is purely empirical with little
theoretical basis. The model differs from that of Wiesmann et al. (Eq.
(1)) in that Matthiessen's rule is approximately satisfied for low re-
sistivities, but it is an enigma why apparently only ρep is affected by
saturation. For concentrated alloys, ρ is dominated by ρ0 at low T and Λ
is determined by the distance between impurity atoms. We speculate
that saturation effects may thus be implicitly included in calculations of
ρ0. With increasing T, phonon scattering adds a second term which, at
high T, may be limited by saturation such that the final high-T re-
sistivity is the same for all three materials. It seems unlikely that this
phenomenon should be caused by any difference between elastic (im-
purity) scattering and inelastic (phonon) scattering and in spite of
earlier criticism [42] we suggest that a possible mechanism is an in-
creasing ineffectiveness of long wavelength phonons to scatter electrons
as Λ becomes comparable to a at high T [79].

5. Conclusions

We have presented experimental data for the T and p dependence of
the electrical resistivity of hcp Ti and two of its alloys with Al. While no
high-p data are available for comparison, the results for the T depen-
dence are in excellent agreement with earlier results. In contrast to
earlier studies we find that the T dependence of ρ is in excellent
agreement with resistivity saturation models, provided we take into
account Mott-Fermi thermal smearing of the band structure by the
addition of a term in T3 in ρep. A fit of the original model of Wiesmann
et al. [8] to our data gives reasonable numerical values for the
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parameters ρ0, ρep and ρsat for pure Ti but results for the alloys are less
satisfactory. However, a modified saturation model, Eq. (3), which sa-
tisfies Matthiessen's rule at low values for ρ, provides equally good fits
and yields numerical parameters ρ0, ρep and ρsat in excellent agreement
with simple physical models for all materials.

The addition of small amounts of Al to Ti should not change the
lattice and electron band properties much, in spite of the strong elec-
tron scattering, and we have successfully analyzed the p dependence of
ρ assuming identical pressure coefficients of ρ0, ρep and ρsat for all three
materials. In spite of the wide variations observed for the magnitudes
and the T dependence of the experimental pressure coefficients, both
saturation models give good fits to the data. However, the model of
Wiesmann et al. [8] gives unrealistic values for d(ln ρ0)/dp and less
accurate fits to the observed T dependence of the pressure coefficients.

The fitted pressure coefficients are analyzed using simple models.
While the p dependence of ρ0 and ρep agrees well with predictions from
simple free-electron and Debye models, the large value for d(ln ρsat)/dp
does not. However, in slightly more advanced models for ρep and ρsat we
find that the p dependence of both is dominated by band structure ef-
fects rather than changes in the lattice dynamics. The plasma frequency
of hcp Ti changes rapidly with p, as in the closely related element Zr
[84], in V [84] and in fcc La [91], while the electron-phonon interac-
tion factor λ is almost independent of p, in excellent agreement with the
almost p-independent critical temperature Tc for hcp Ti [88].

The modified saturation model presented here thus describes very
accurately both the T and the p dependence of ρ in both pure and al-
loyed Ti in spite of the fact that the three materials are very different.
For pure Ti, ρ0 is practically negligible and the total ρ is dominated by
ρep, for the dilute alloy the three terms are of almost equal importance,
while for the more concentrated alloy ρ0 and ρsat dominate. However,
neither ρsat nor its p dependence seem to depend on the main scattering
mechanism. Although the model used describes the transport properties
of Ti and its alloys very accurately it is purely empirical with an un-
certain theoretical basis. In contrast to the model of Wiesmann et al. [8]
the residual resistivity is additive, i.e. Matthiessen's rule is approxi-
mately valid. For Ti and its alloys this is possibly realistic, since the
mean free path should always be long enough for scattering events to be
separable, but the unavoidable (and unanswered) question is obviously
why only the T-dependent part appears to be affected by saturation. We
have no answer to this question but we hope that the present results
may stimulate further theoretical work which might lead to a final
solution to the resistivity saturation enigma.
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